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Forward-Looking 

Statements

▪ Certain statements in this presentation are not historical facts but are “forward-looking”. Examples of such 

forward-looking statements include, but are not limited to:

– projections or forecasts of revenues, income (or loss), earnings (or loss) per share, dividends, capital 

structure or other financial items or ratios

– statements of our plans, objectives or goals, including those related to products and services

– statements of future economic performance

– and statements of assumptions underlying such statements.

▪ Words such as “believes,” “expects,” “assumes,” “projects”, “intends” and “plans” and similar expressions are 

intended to identify forward-looking statements, but are not the exclusive means of identifying such 

statements

▪ By nature, forward-looking statements imply certain inherent risks and unclear points, both general and 

specific, and there is a risk that plans, expectations, forecasts and other forward-looking statements will not 

be realized.  You should be aware that a number of important factors could cause actual results to differ 

significantly from the plans, objectives, expectations, estimates and intentions expressed in such forward-

looking statements.

▪ When relying on forward-looking statements, you should carefully consider the foregoing factors and other 

uncertainties and events, especially in light of the political, economic, social and legal environment in which 

we operate. Such forward-looking statements speak only as of the date on which they are made, and we do 

not undertake any obligation to update or revise any of them, whether as a result of new information, future 

events or otherwise. We do not make any representation, warranty or prediction that the results anticipated by 

such forward-looking statements will be achieved Such forward-looking statements represent, in each case, 

only one of many possible scenarios and should not be viewed as the most likely or standard scenario.
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a unique 

investment 

proposition 

in Oil&Gas

Focus on delivering long-term shareholder value through growing FCF and 

distributions

▪ Guaranteed 

progressive 

dividends at any oil 

price

▪ Incremental 

distributions to 

shareholders from 

higher oil price

▪ Embedded oil price 

downside protection

▪ Well-positioned for 

higher oil price 

scenario

▪ Combination of 

business and free 

cash flow growth 

even in conservative 

macro scenario

▪ Highly competitive 

industry positions

▪ Solid financial 

standing

▪ Disciplined 

investment 

approach

▪ Clear focus on 

efficiencies and 

increasing returns

Excellence in corporate 

governance

Adhering to 

sustainability principles
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Efficient and 

sustainable 

business model 

with significant 

potential

▪ >30 countries

▪ 16 bln boe proved reserves

▪ 2.2 Mboepd production

▪ 1.4 Mboepd refinery throughput

▪ 39 bln boe reserves and resources (3P+3C)

Vertically integrated business

2017 financial results:

Gas processing Shipping 

terminals

Oil refining Filling stations

Exploration Petrochemistry

Production Power generation

▪ EBITDA $14.2 bln

▪ FCF $4.2 bln
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Leadership in 

proven

hydrocarbon

reserve life and 

proven crude oil 

reserves

Hydrocarbon production

Mboepd

Proven reserves

bln boe

Hydrocarbon reserve life

years

Oil Gas

In
te

rn
a
ti
o
n
a
l
p
e
e
rs

International peers: BP, Eni, ExxonMobil, Chevron, ConocoPhillips, Shell, Total

1.8 2.2

19 12.1 16.0
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Existing refining assets -

leadership in efficiency, 

basis for strategy

Nizhny 

Novgorod

Zeeland

Perm

Saratovorgsyntez

Stavrolen

Ukhta

ISAB

Petrotel

Burgas

Light products

yield >65%

Refineries 

in Russia

Petrochemistry, 

gas processing

Nelson index

>7.0

Capacity 

>10mt

Volgograd

Usinsky GPP

Lokosovsky GPP

Korobkovsky GPP

Refinery throughput to

oil production ratio75 %

Refineries in Russia and Europe8

Petrochemical and gas 

processing facilities8

mln tons refinery throughput67

Nelson index8.8

Refineries 

in Europe
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EBITDA per boe (3Q18), $Competitive 

position in 

global 

landscape 23

0
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FCF per boe (3Q18), $

11
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20

International peersRussian peers

▪ High-margin barrels in 

upstream

▪ High refining coverage

▪ High quality of refining 

capacities

▪ Developed retail sales 

network

▪ Access to the premium 

markets and sales channels

International peers: BP, Chevron, ConocoPhillips, Eni, ExxonMobil, Shell, Total

Russian peers: Gazpromneft, Rosneft, Novatek
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Dividend growth:

Progressive 

dividend policy

3
8

15 20
24 28

33
38 42

50 52
59

75

90

110

154

177

195

0,10,1

201720102005 201520001997

20 years
of sustainable 

dividend per 

share growth

International 

peers

Russian 

peers

International peers: BP, Chevron, ConocoPhillips, Eni, ExxonMobil, Shell, Total

Russian peers: Gazpromneft, Novatek, Rosneft

LUKOIL DPS 2017 as recommended by BoD for AGM approval on June 21, 2018

Dividend yield

2014-2017

5.0%

3.4 %

7.1%

Rubles per share

215
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HSE:

Improving key 

indicators

LUKOIL is committed to the 

principles of sustainable 

development in its operations

Corporate standards based on 

ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001

Regular external audit for 

compliance with standards

Delivery of targeted functional 

programs

-42% 95% 100%

associated  

petroleum gas 

utilization rate in 

Russia (increased 

from 88% in 2013)

reduction in the lost 

time injury frequency 

rate for 2013-2017

industrial waste 

utilization rate
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OUR STRATEGY: 

BALANCED 

DEVELOPMENT

UNLOCKING

POTENTIAL
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0

20
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120

202720172012 2022

Balanced 

positioning in a 

volatile macro 

environment

Brent oil price

$/bbl in 2017 prices

Forecasts range

$50/bbl in 2017 prices – conservative oil 

price benchmark of LUKOIL 

Technological, regulatory and 

geopolitical factors cause uncertainty

and will promote oil price volatility

Strategy objectives:

Strategic goals are feasible under a 

$50/bbl oil price scenario

Cash flow from oil prices above

$50/bbl is efficiently reinvested 

and distributed to shareholders
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The basis of our strategy:

Unique competitive advantages 

and efficient tools

▪ Vast reserves and resources

▪ Low cost of conventional barrels

▪ Expertise in delivering large projects

▪ Technological expertise

▪ Leadership in refining efficiency

▪ Strong financial position

Competitive advantages

Tools

▪ Efficiency improvement 

▪ Technology development

▪ Flexible reinvestment policy

▪ High ESG standards

Strategic goals

Sustainable organic production growth with a focus on 

creating value and unlocking the potential of the existing 

resource base

Continuous improvement of refineries with maximizing free 

cash flow; expanding the petrochemical segment and 

entering gas chemistry

Improving efficiency of the sales network and developing 

premium sales channels with maximizing free cash flow

Progressive dividend policy and balanced distribution of 

additional free cash flow to shareholders
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20202017

2.2

2027

+1%

p.a.+1%

p.a.

Upstream

strategy: 

Sustainable organic 

production growth 

with focus on 

creating value and 

unlocking the 

potential of the 

existing resource 

base

Minimum hydrocarbon production targets on 

the existing reserve base at $50/bbl oil price

Mboepd

Strategic objectives

21% ~30% ~35%

4 Profitable involvement into 

production of existing gas reserves 

in Russia

3 Efficient delivery of new projects (at 

minimum cost, in minimum time)

2 Accelerated involvement of hard-to-

recover reserves into production 

(technology scale-up and 

development, unit cost reduction)

1 Improving efficiency at mature fields

in order to accelerate involvement of 

reserves into production, improve 

recovery factor, maximize FCF

Share of high-margin barrels

Potential upside from favorable 

macro environment, improved 

technology, cost cutting, 

incremental gas monetization
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20272017

FCF of Refining segment

$, with no MARPOL effect

Investments 

optimization

Operational

improvements

Petrochemistry,

gas chemistry

Selective refinery

projects

x2

Downstream 

strategy

Maximizing 

Free Cash 

Flow

Selective 

growth 

projects

FCF of the filling stations network and 

premium sales channels (aircraft

refueling, bunkering, lubricants, bitumen)

$

20272017

Normalization 

of margin after 

excise tax 

increase in 

2016-2017

+3%

p.a.
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Strategic 

positioning and 

investment 

priorities

15%
CAPEX

85% 
CAPEXUpstream Downstream

LUKOIL is a vertically integrated oil 

and gas company with a strategic 

focus on organic growth and high-

efficiency oil production in Russia

80% 
CAPEX

Russia

▪ Low-risk projects in regions of 

operation with available 

infrastructure and a huge 

resource base

▪ Ramping up high-margin 

production volumes

▪ Efficient maintenance CAPEX

▪ Increasing the share of value-

added products (including 

petro- and gas chemicals)

▪ Increasing vertical integration

▪ Selective increase in high-

margin production volumes

▪ Maximizing FCF by improving 

efficiency and through 

maintenance CAPEX20%
CAPEX

International

▪ Replenishing the resource base

▪ Greater sensitivity to oil price 

upside

▪ Gaining new leading edge 

technological competencies

M&A

(low 

priority)
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Focus on 

organic growth 

in Upstream

CAPEX structure in 2018-2020

Organic growth

projects

MarketingLUKOIL

total

RefiningUpstream

FCF sources

40%

60%
40%

60%

50%

50%

90%

10%

CAPEX

2018-2020

$ bln
<132024

Excluding West Qurna-2.
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Financial 

strategy

Tools

Indicators

2013-17

Strategic targets

2018-2027

Control over operational 

efficiency improvement and cost 

reduction 

Balanced investment program 

and investment discipline

Incentive system focused on 

strategy deliveryHigher distributions to 

shareholders

Payment per share

Progressive dividend 

policy

+ buyback

Progressive 

dividend policy

0.6
Conservative financial 

policy

Net debt / EBITDA
0.5-1.0

10% 15%
ROACE

Maximizing returns

3

2

1

Dividend coverage by 

free cash flow

>100%

for the period

>100%

in each year
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Progressive 

dividend policy 

and balanced 

distribution of 

additional

free cash flow 

to shareholders

Undistri-

buted

cash flow

Guaranteed 

dividend

Operating 

cash flow

Free 

cash flow

Investments 

at $50/bbl

$80

bln
for 10 

years

Policy of balanced 

distribution of additional cash 

flow (for example, at >$50/bbl

oil price)

Reinvestment

▪ Organic growth projects -

priority

▪ Carefully selected M&A 

with a conservative 

approach to risks

Distribution to 

shareholders

▪ Share buyback

50:50
(on strategy

horizon)

Progressive dividend 

policy: guaranteed annual 

dividend growth at least at 

Ruble inflation rate
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Free cash flow and 

EBITDA sensitivity to 

oil price and RUB/$ 

exchange rate

Portfolio has high sensitivity to better 

macroeconomics

Further sensitivity growth through larger share

of high-margin barrels in overall production

Oil price

+$1/bbl Brent

RUB/$

+1 RUB/USD

EBITDA
2018 base

FCF
2018 base

+$210 mln

+$170 mln

+$50 mln

+$130 mln
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3Q 2018 

Results
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Hydrocarbon production
ex. West Qurna-2, Kboepd

Throughput at own refineries 
Kbpd

Operating 

results

Growing share of high-

margin barrels

Liquids

Gas

High growth rate of 

hydrocarbon production

25% 27%20% 26%

High 

margin 

barrels

71% 71%72% 71%

Light 

product 

yield

Higher refinery 

throughput volumes

1,763 1,782

526 545

2,289 2,327

2Q18 3Q18

1,772 1,770

446 531

2,218
2,301

9М17 9М18

1,341 1,351

9М17 9М18

1,348 1,392

2Q18 3Q18

+3.7% +1.7%
+0.7% +3.3%
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Financial 

results

Strong operating results

Higher hydrocarbon prices

Weaker ruble

Export duty lag

Cost control

Investment discipline

3Q18 2Q18 % RUB bln 9M18 9M17 %

2,306 2,056 12.2 Sales 5,993 4,274 40.2

322 295 9.0 EBITDA 836 608 37.6

269 240 12.1 Upstream 680 396 71.6

82 72 14.8 Downstream 201 214 (6.4)

184 167 9.8 Profit to shareholders 460 298 54.3

111 106 5.3 CAPEX 338 374 (9.5)

160 137 16.5 Free cash flow (FCF) 343 174 97.4

196 152 29.0 Adjusted FCF* 440 209 110.2

194 203 (4.7) Net debt 194 345 (43.8)

* Free cash flow before working capital changes, West Qurna-2 project and income tax on sale of JSC Arkhangelskgeoldobycha.

Record high 

EBITDA and FCF
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53%

56%

87%

94%

47%

44%

13%

5% 1%

Eurobonds (all in $) /
Other debt

Fixed /
Variable rate

Secured /
Unsecured debt

USD / EUR /
Other debt

372

31 64 94
25 50

301

159
194

4Q18 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 and
further

Financial

position
(as of 30.09.2018)

Credit lines*

Cash and cash 

equivalents

Debt maturity schedule

Total debt
RUB 565 billion

* Stand-by revolving committed credit lines

Debt structure

Moody’s Baa3

S&P BBB

Fitch BBB+

Credit ratings

USD / EUR / Other

Unsecured / secured

Fixed / variable

Eurobonds ($) / other

Net 

debt

Net debt / EBITDA –

0.2

RUB bln
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Delivery of 

strategic 

initiatives

Jan-2018

Announcement

of strategic 

initiatives

Launch of the 

open-market 

buyback program

Cancellation of 

100.6 mln

treasury shares

Cancellation of treasury 

shares

Buyback program on 

the open-market 

Selection of

implementation 

mechanisms

Jul-2018 Sep-2018 Nov-2018

Decision taken by 

the EGM to reduce 

the share capital

Aug-2018

Results

▪ Reduced share capital from 850.6 mln shares to 750.0 mln shares

▪ Increased free-float

▪ Increased weight in MSCI indices

▪ Bought back 0.8% of share capital for $434 mln as at November 23, 2018
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2018

Outlook

Launch of the 2nd train of Kandym gas processing plant

Launch of the 2nd Phase at Korchagin field

FID on Rakushechnoe field

Start of production drilling at D41

Start of full development stage at Imilorskoe field

▪ 2nd Phase drilling program at Filanovsky field

▪ Hydrocarbon production growth (ex. WQ-2 project) +3.5%

(March, 2018 guidance +1-2%)

Upstream

Completion of polyethylene line upgrade at Stavrolen

Maintenance at Burgas, ISAB and Nizhny Novgorod refineries

▪ Maintaining refining volumes and light product yield at 2017 level

Refining

▪ CAPEX (ex. WQ-2 project): 5-10% lower than the initial guidance of ~RUB 500 bln

– Upstream / Downstream: 85% / 15%

– Russia / International: 80% / 20%

Finance
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APPENDIX
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Russia

▪ Q-o-Q and Y-o-Y: higher oil price (+),

weaker ruble (+), lower lifting costs (+), 

increased share of high-margin barrels 

(+)

Upstream 

EBITDA

International

▪ Q-o-Q and Y-o-Y: growth of gas 

production volumes in Uzbekistan (+), 

higher oil and gas prices (+), lower lifting 

costs (+), higher EBITDA from WQ-2 

project (+), weaker ruble (+)

RUB bln

396

680

227.1

56.7

9М17 Russia International 9М18

240

269

16.8

12.1

2Q18 Russia International 3Q18
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Record production 

dynamics

▪ Development of gas 

projects 

▪ Rapid ramp up of oil 

production in Russia 

following the change of 

external production 

limitations from July 1, 

2018

▪ Growing share of high 

margin barrels

Mature fields

Hard-to-recover

New projects

Gas in Russia

Hydrocarbon production
Kboepd

Key operating 

results in 

Upstream
Total

WQ-2

High-margin 

barrels
25% 27% +6 p.p. +2 p.p.

330
451

83
100

1,511
1,460

294
289

36
31

2,218
2,301

0

500

1000

1500

2000

2500

3000

9М17 9М18

447 475

98 105

1,456 1,462

288 285

24 35

2,289 2,327

0

500

1000

1500

2000

2500

3000

2Q18 3Q18

20% 26%

3.7% 1.7%

(1.6%) (1.3%)

(3.3%) 0.5%

20.6%

36.6%

6.9%

6.4%

9М18 / 

9М17

3Q18 / 

2Q18

OPEC+
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Net price sensitivity to $1 oil price increase

$/bbl

Ultra-high 

viscosity

oil

Baltics CaspianMature

fields

Low

permeability

reservoirs

Far North

Greater sensitivity to 

oil price increase

through larger share 

of high-margin 

barrels in production

0.95
0.85

0.70
0.510.45

0.22

21 29 31 35 43 48

Net price

$/bbl 
(Urals less MET and export duty, 2018 tax regime, $50/bbl Urals)

Organic growth projects
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Filanovsky

field

42%

85%

Standard
taxation

Filanovsky

Net price in 2018
Under $50/bbl, RUB 60/USD

9M18 results

▪ Three production wells and two 

injectors drilled from the second 

platform

▪ The field has reached the 

designed production plateau of 6 

mln t starting from 2Q18

▪ Completed installation of the 

wellhead platform’s substructure 

offshore as a part of the third 

development stage of the field

Advantages

▪ High-margin barrels

▪ Short transportation leg, low 

lifting costs, high oil quality
2nd stage

Production
Kboepd

GasOil

Net 

price

MET

Export duty

Plans for 4Q18

▪ 2nd stage: to drill one production 

well 

▪ 3rd stage: construction of the 

wellhead platform topside

98

119 117
127

133

15

19 18
19

19

113

138 136
146

151

3Q17 4Q17 1Q18 2Q18 3Q18
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Project profile

Oil production plateau1.2 mln t

Initial recoverable oil reserves39 mln t

Start of commercial production2023

Advantages

▪ High-margin barrels

▪ Synergy with existing infrastructure

▪ Short transportation leg

Rakushechnoe

field
Field facilities

42%

85%

Standard
taxation

Rakushechnoe

Net price in 2018
Under $50/bbl, RUB 60/USD

Net 

price

MET

Export duty

Living 

quarter 

platform
Ice-resistant 

fixed platform
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615

516

641

537 569

3Q17 4Q17 1Q18 2Q18 3Q18

West Siberia

9M18 results

▪ Rapid ramp up of production following 

the change of external production 

limitations from July 1, 2018

Advantages

▪ Stable region for reinvestment

▪ Lowest cost per meter drilled among 

the Group companies

▪ High competencies

▪ Drilling volumes growth potential 

supported by vast reserve base

Production drilling
th. meters

795 780 771 770 780

3Q17 4Q17 1Q18 2Q18 3Q18

Liquids production
Kbpd

+5.8%

+1.3%
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Hard-to-recover: 

heavy crude oil Oil production
Kbpd

42%
62%

96%

Standard
taxation

Usinskoe* Yaregskoe

YaregskoeUsinskoe
Permian deposit

9M18 results

▪ Yaregskoe: 10 SAGD wells, 99 

underground wells, steam generation 

capacity of 125 tons per hour

▪ Usinskoe: 45 production wells, 

steam generation capacity of 40 

tonnes per hour

Advantages

▪ High-margin barrels

▪ Substantial production growth 

potential

Plans for 4Q18

▪ Yaregskoe: steam generation 

capacity of 50 tonnes per hour; water 

utilization facilities

Net price in 2018
Under $50/bbl, RUB 60/USD

Net 

price

MET

Export duty

*Permian deposit

43
47 46 46 47

22

25 28 28
30

65

72 74 74
77

3Q17 4Q17 1Q18 2Q18 3Q18
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Hard-to-recover: 

low permeability Oil production
Kbpd

VinogradovImilorskoe

* MET benefits applicable since 2019

9M18 results

▪ Imilorskoe: 50 production wells

▪ Vinogradov: 13 production wells

Advantages

▪ High-margin barrels

▪ Substantial production growth 

potential

Plans for 4Q18

▪ Imilorskoe: 23 production wells

▪ Vinogradov: 5 production wells 

42%
58%

Standard
taxation

Imilorskoe*,
Vinogradov

Net price in 2018
Under $50/bbl, RUB 60/USD

Net 

price

MET

Export duty

13 13 13
15

16

6 7 7
7

7
20 20 20

21

24

3Q17 4Q17 1Q18 2Q18 3Q18
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Gas projects in 

Uzbekistan

GissarKandym

Gas production (LUKOIL share)
Kboepd

9M18 results

▪ Launch of Kandym gas processing 

complex

▪ LUKOIL share of marketable 

production in Uzbekistan has reached 

the designed daily level equivalent to 

13 bcm per year in September, 2018

Advantages

▪ Proven track record in the region

▪ International prices (export to China)

65

105
119

136

152
73

77
72

67

72

138

182
191

203

225

3Q17 4Q17 1Q18 2Q18 3Q18
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Profit based tax 

(PBT) is an example 

of an efficient way to 

unlock potential

PBT should allow to increase 

production at mature fields with high 

production costs

Pilot implementation of PBT is 

expected to start in 2019

LUKOIL has proposed nine licensed 

areas for inclusion in the PBT pilot 

run

100

75

50

25

20272021 20232022

x2

202620252024202020192018

Estimated effect of PBT on oil production at the proposed licensed areas

production, Kbpd

+95 mln bbl of oil in 2019-2027

Standard tax regime

PBT
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Russia

▪ Q-o-Q: higher benchmark refining margins (+),  

better results in retail (+), weaker results in power 

business (-)

▪ Y-o-Y: lower benchmark refining margins (-), higher 

positive input inventory effect (+), better product slate 

(+), stronger petchem results (+), weaker retail (-)

Downstream EBITDA

International

▪ Q-o-Q : higher benchmark refining margins (+), 

better product slate (+), higher refinery throughput 

(+), lower positive input inventory effect (-)

▪ Y-o-Y: positive inventory effect vs. negative effect in 

9M17 (+), lower benchmark refining margins (-), 

weaker trading results (-), one-off accounting factors 

related to trading (-)

RUB bln

214

201

(1.9)

(11.8)

9М17 Russia International 9М18

72

82

6.6

3.9

2Q18 Russia International 3Q18
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Key operating 

results in 

Refining

Higher refinery throughput

▪ Q-o-Q – scheduled 

maintenance at refineries 

in Nizhny Novgorod and 

Bulgaria in 2Q18

▪ Y-o-Y – higher utilization 

rates at refineries in Perm 

and Volgograd; 

optimization of product mix 

at refineries in Italy and the 

Netherlands 

Russia

Europe

Throughput volumes at own refineries
Kbpd

0.7% 3.3%

0.4% 6.4%

0.9% 1.4%

9М18 / 

9М17

3Q18 / 

2Q18

858 866

483 485

1,341 1,351

9М17 9М18

859 871

489 520

1,348
1,392

2Q18 3Q18

69% 70%

76% 72%

70% 68%

72% 75%

1 p.p. -2 p.p.

-4 p.p. 3 p.p.

11% 11%

46% 46%

10% 10%

45% 46%

Light product yield

Russia

Europe

Fuel oil

Mid-distillates

0 p.p. 0 p.p.

0 p.p. 1 p.p.
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Refining efficiency Balance of the unit

Feedstock for 

FCC (synergy 

with existing 

units)

42% light 

products yield

Scaling the successful 

project of delayed coker

construction at Perm 

refinery

Load optimization 

through synergy with 

existing secondary 

conversion processes

$1 bln
CAPEX

64%

76%

21% 4%

AfterBefore
Asphalt 5%

Tar 95%

Gas 8%
Naphtha12%

Diesel 30%

VGO 23%

Coke 27%

Launch

2021 2.1mln
tons

feedstock 

capacity 

Share of VGO 

and fuel oil

Light products 

yield

Product slateFeedstock

Delayed 

coker at 

Nizhny 

Novgorod

refinery
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Premium sales 

channels
9M18 / 9M17

Filling stations

▪ +6% motor fuels sales volumes

▪ ECTO fuels sales volumes: 

▪ +15% in Russia 

▪ +6% internationally

▪ Non-fuel profit: 

▪ +21% in Russia 

▪ +15% internationally

Aircraft refueling

▪ +16% into-plane sales volumes growth 

▪ Completed construction of a refueling complex in Sheremetyevo 

airport

Bunkering

▪ +8% sales volumes growth 

Lubricants

▪ +6% growth in premium motor and industrial 

lubricants 
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CONTACT DETAILS

Tel.: +7 (495) 627-16-96

IR@lukoil.com

Alexander Palivoda, Head of IR

Tel.: +7 (495) 981-75-26

Mob.: +7 (906) 789-49-24

Alexandr.Palivoda@lukoil.com

Evgeniya Bitsenko, Deputy Head of IR

Tel.: +7 (495) 627-14-39

Mob.: +7 (916) 919-20-25

Evgeniya.Bitsenko@lukoil.com


